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Basic Set up

Connect Power & Charge

Quick Start Guide
Manual Bluetooth Pairing

For complete operational guidelines,
please refer to your user manual.

Wall Mount Capability

Not to scale

1• Connect the speaker to a power source via the included
AC cable.
2• While plugged into a power source, speaker will
charge automatically.
BEFORE FIRST USE: Charge for 6 hours.
While charging, the RED LED indicator wil turn ON.
When battery is low, the RED LED indicator will FLASH.

1• Press and hold BLUETOOTH button on the speaker
until BLUE LED indicator starts flashing.
2• Make sure Bluetooth is activated on your device and
is within 3 feet of the speaker.
3• Select the device “Monster Tower”.
4• When paired, the BLUE LED indicator will stop
flashing and remain steady.

1• Fasten the wall mount fixture to a
safe surface with the curved slot
facing up.
2• Slide the speaker down onto the
fixture. The leather handle fits into
the large rectangular gap. The
curved slot fits snugly between the
speaker and the metal knob.
Use the screws and parts included
with the speaker. Do not use your
own parts. Do not attempt to fasten
the wall mount fixture or the
speaker at an angle. Do not
attempt to fasten the wall mount
fixture on an unsafe surface.

EZ-Play Technology

EZ-Play Multi-Speaker Connection
1•
2•
3•
4•
5
6•

Make sure speakers are within Bluetooth pairing range (<30 ft).
Press the EZ-PLAY button on a speaker to set it to TRANSMIT mode (AMBER LED indicator will flash).
On another speaker, press and hold the EZ-PLAY button for 3 seconds to set it to RECEIVE mode (AMBER LED indicator will flash).
TRANSMIT-mode speaker will automatically connect with RECEIVE-mode speaker (AMBER LED indicator will stop flashing and remain on).
RECEIVE-mode speakers will sync and play music from TRANSMIT-mode speakers from up to 100 ft. away.
Repeat steps 3-5 and connect up to 8 speakers at once!
After connection is established, speakers automatically connect whenever powered ON and in range (<100 ft.).
When a speaker is set to RECEIVE, AUX input and Bluetooth features are disabled.
If a speaker is changed from its current mode (i.e., TRANSMIT to RECEIVE), it will have to be reconnected within Bluetooth pairing range (<30 ft).
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EZ-Play allows you to easily connect up to 8 speakers wirelessly and broadcast
your favorite music to all speakers simultaneously to create an Audio Surround
* Experience indoors or outdoors.
EZ-Play technology also available on Monster BTW248XBK

